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Abstract 
Cities with their suburbs have long become the subject to be studied by academic community. The city is a symbol of a 
society complexity. Various spatial factors of the city milieu can generate a feeling of insecurity. The paper investigates to 
what extent Yekaterinburg city residents find their city safe. The survey embraces one hundred and ten Yekaterinburg old-
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1. Introduction 
The topicality of city environment security in terms of social psychology is determined by explicit discrepancy 
between the character of subject-spatial environment orga
personality. 
-populated settlement of socially 
information and spatial factors. 
Thus, G. Simmel [2] s brought to life by 
heightened nervousness of life owing to rapid and non-
indifference, a special cultural device that individuals use for self-protection, results from their inability to 
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efficiently interact with lots of people they see every day. Ignoring people, avoiding them and even cultivating 
antipathy towards others is far more psychologically economical: specific businesslike attitude to people and 
things prevails and formal fairness goes with merciless cruelty. 
Cities with their suburbs have long become the subject to be studied by both national and overseas academic 
community. Scholars concerned in environment impact on human beings admit the significance of physical 
surrounding for sense of 
functional assignment of the given setting [3]. E. Hall [4] shows how actively people can use and manipulate 
their physical surroundings in order to obtain the desired result while interacting with each other. R. Barker [5] 
combines characteristics of particular behavior patterns occurring in a certain place at a certain time. S. 
Trowbridge [6] ace due to failure to 
 [4], personal space a tiny protective 
sphere or bubble which sustains, guards and protects a person against others . R. Sommer [6] marked personal 
 . 
[7] structural approach to typical American town study made a valuable contribution to the 
ption and evaluation. It is interesting to note that there 
embodied in its images thus regulating social interaction under distortion of social and communication structure. 
When consistency and participation are unnecessary, conformity to co- -
phenomenon and permanent situation of anomy into social behavior regulation  [8]. 
K. Lynch [7] notes that in modern city the presence of other people supports us, special devices  streets 
names, road signs, bus routes notices  help us to find our way. But the moment we find ourselves out of track 
uneasiness, or even fear will show us that the sense of orientation is closely connected with the feeling of 
carries shades of complete catastrophe. In contrast to anxiety caused by loss of direction positive environment 
image yields an important feeling of emotional comfort and establishes harmony between an individual and outer 
world. 
property, and in the end, the feeling of lost control could be generated by various spatial factor of city space. 
Environmental appearance  untidy buildings and neighboring territory, graffiti, garbage, shabby housing, etc.  
informs of city space decay which means destruction of social order with people being potential victims. 
Vandalism, one of the forms of destructive behavior, adds to insecurity aggravation. Both lack of territorial 
belonging signs and absence of space owner also intensify insecurity [9], [10]. 
So, Sautkina E.V. [11] found that tidiness and cleanness of a territory, impression of its being well 
safeguarded and presence of seemingly well-off inhabitants are environment features that facilitate pick-
 built up by city residents and actual crime 
statistics. 
 
2. Method 
The objective of the paper is to study Yekaterinburg townspeople ideas of characteristics that make their city 
safe . 
 
 Yekaterinburg is an administrative centre of the Sverdlovsk region, the forth Russian city in population size. In 2012 world 
and federal publications ratings include the city in their top-lists due to its social and economic indicators and comfortable 
living conditions. In November, 2012, for example, Yekaterinburg won the first prize in the rating of the best Russian cities 
for business attractiveness (business journal  version), one of the contest criteria being security. 
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The key research method is a survey, its questionnaire variant. The instruments designed include scaling 
elements (R. Likert, N. Guttman scales, semantic differential), free-association method, expert assessment, 
interview. Mathematical and statistics analysis methods involve single-variate distribution and variables 
association, central tendency measurements, correlation and factor analysis). 
The interviewees have lived and worked in Yekaterinburg for a considerable amount of time with their flats 
and offices scattered all over the city. As Henri Lefebvre t to investigate the city and to 
questionnaire. 
 
3. Results 
For me a safe city means not to be afraid of strolling down the streets in the day-time as well as at night. To 
know that the state protects you and you have your rights. When crossing the road at green traffic lights you are 
100% sure not to be run down by a car. No chance of being attacked by a pack of homeless dogs while walking in 
the park. To let children go out alone and not to fear for their safety  (Yekaterina, 25). 
 
In a secure city one can trust the police and ask them for help without being misunderstood. There people 
with alcohol or drug addiction get assistance. Safe city is a place where I can feel happy  (Evgeniya, 40). 
 
With the help of free-
following: well lit  (44%), well-orginized  (28%), tranquility  (25%), silence  (17%), power structures 
response  (14%), cleanness  (14%). 
Besides, additional analysis of associations formulated by interviewees allowed notion groups related to 
 
 human factor and positive personal traits (busy, a lot of acquaintances, kindness, decent people, confidence, 
friendliness) amounts to 28 % of all associations; 
 guarding (the police at hand, power structures response, video surveillance, peaceful nights, safeguarded 
order)  22% of all associations; 
 lack of criminal activity (no fear, staircases in blocks of flat without strangers, no jerry-shops, no drug 
dealers, no bandits) makes up 16% of all associations; 
 compactness (compact, comfortable, low-rise houses, under-populated)  11% of all associations; 
 signs of current use and maintenance (well-looked after, as houses, clean, cozy, footway) accounts for 8% of 
all associations; 
 developed infrastructure (shops, modern, developed)  5 % of all associations. 
The underlined notion groups are in line with O. Newman [12] 
argues that an important characteristic of defensible space is the possibility to informally observe what is going 
on (who is going down the street, what people are doing, etc), i.e. for the space to be open and visually available. 
In this case the aged sitting and communicating on the bench near the house, parents, taking their children for a 
walk, and just passers-by automatically become guards and eye-witnesses. When the place is seen to be looked 
after potential trespassers can expect community people to actively react to attacking and not to be indifferent to 
other people and their own property. This can stop criminals from attempting anti-social or illegal doings. 
Then the association factoring was conducted. It was aimed at defining inner differentiation and semantic 
structure of secure city  -analytical processing resulted in 
marking out thirteen factors whose share is 63% of total variance. The great number of factors can indicate 
cognitive complexity of the notion secure city  for respondents and its meaning ambiguity. 
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The first factor with the share of 13,68% of total variance involves the following associations: protectability 
.90, friendliness .88, no threats .88, confidence .88. This unipolar factor can be interpreted as Relations based on 
trust and friendliness . Inherent in society level of confidence is an important social potential enabling the 
community to prosper. The atmosphere of trust provides smooth social interaction, comfort in person-to-person 
relationships, builds up sense of safety  [13]. 
The second factor with its contribution to the total variance of 11,70% consists of these associations: lack of 
drug dealers .93, house staircases free from strangers .80, no jerry-shops .79. The given factor can be named 
Law and Order . 
The third factor with 8,53% share compiles these associations: lots of acquaintances .87, kindness .80, decent 
people .76, the meaning of this factor can be treated as Respectable people . 
The forth factor that accounts for 7,88% of total variance includes the following associations: no crimes .85, 
footway .79, video surveillance .79. The essence of this factor can be expressed as Availability of public areas 
monitoring . 
The fifth factor collecting 6,24% of total variance puts together these associations: compact .85, convenient 
.75, developed .69. Its associations content can be construed as Attractiveness . Supposedly, beauty is likely to 
evoke sympathy and compassion, while destruction, in contract, reports to criminal that dwellers are off their 
guard. 
The sixth factor (5,61% contribution to total variance) includes the associations: railings .83, populous .80, the 
police next door .72. The meaning interpretation can be Protection signs   symbolic and real barriers facing 
strangers and keeping non-grata visitors away. 
The seventh factor with its share of 5,14% involves the following associations: clean .89, kids playgrounds 
.60, no cars .60. Its integral meaning adds up to Children Safety . Respondents want their children to grow up in 
free from danger environment. 
The opposite pole of the eighth factor (share of 4,52%) compiles these scales: safeguarded -.80, modern -.65. 
can be characterized as Modern . 
The ninth factor with the contribution of 4,43% to the total variance have the following associations: order .80, 
residents .75, cozy .70, patrol .63. This factor taken as Social involvement  supposes that dwellers are anxious 
about city safety and act in concert against intruders. 
The tenth factor accounts for 3,88% the total variance puts together these associations: well-organized .93, like 
home .86. The opposite pole of the factor is silence scale -.52. On the assumption of associations the tenth factor 
can be named Territorial defense  which is expressed in creating fences, railing and gates. 
The eleventh factor of 3,74% share of the total variance is presented by these associations: well lit .55. Its 
opposite is the scale peaceful nights -.84. The associations involved in the factor enables one to call it 
Illuminated city . 
The following association makes up the twelfth factor (3,06% of total variance): power structures response 
e City protection . 
The opposite pole of the thirteenth factor whose share in the total variance amounts to 2,74%) presents these 
scales: low-rise houses -.51, prestigious -.51. The thirteenth factor despite its weakness is, nevertheless, quite 
meaningful and can be names Prestigious suburbs . 
 
based on the obtained results. 
 
4. Discussion 
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 ties allows 
them of building up more flexible strategies and feeling insecurity. Personal relationships are not 
institutionalized, hence their sensitivity to environment changes and fluctuations in regarding others as among 
at this flexibility makes informal ties alongside with their basic values rather solid. 
desire to suit a certain normative model and perpetual efforts to ensure this suitability. By keeping up reputation 
an individual keeps up and translates a cultural model. 
For instance, logic initiated by Aristotle dictates that a polis is founded by rulers in compliance with a number 
of parameters. The ideal size of the intended community is programmed by specified criteria  hearing (
voice must be heard by everyone) and being familiar with co-residents. 
fer of family 
relations pattern to the city (association: like home, trust, cozy, kindness, order, well-organized, clean, 
friendliness). In E.G. Trubina words [14] people socialization as territorial group members inevitably includes a 
 
History lesson with a poster Motherland calls!  finishing with variants of unavoidable confrontation between 
locals and undesirable migrants. 
Secure city should necessarily possess safeguarding features addressing unfamiliar personas and setting 
distance for ineligible visitors. 
They may set up an informal watch and make communion with neighbors grow fonder. Residents will gain a 
better control over the city setting, psychological and social comfort and aid, positive influence on their mental 
likely to improve city residents social 
ties and will ensure that the necessary conditions are in place for certain crimes and anti-  
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